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Editorial. 
PROF. W. F. PHELPS has retired from the Presidency of the 'State Normal School at Whitewater, Wis., after an admin-
istration of two years. Whatever may have been the causes 
which have led to this result we cannot but think that it is 
deeply. to be regretted. Permanency in the position of a teacher 
is greatly to be desired. Even III rural districts it is almost in-
variably the case that the best schools will show by their records 
the fewest changes in teachers_ In all higher schools it is abso-
lutely necessary to have permanency in the position of the Prin-
cipal or President in order to sec~re the highest degree of effi-
ciency. Such an instance as the one we are now regre~ting is de· 
moralizing not only upon that particular school but upon all 
schools. It lends new life to the spirit of change which in our 
school system, as throughout our society, is entirely too vigor-
ous. . A change in Presidency of any prominent institution. 
should be accomplisbed only as a direful necessity; especially if 
the office is filled by a man of recognized ability. Evils of even 
serious importance, if they are not too grave, should be over-
looked if they cannot be remedied, rather than invoke those 
that attend a 'c~ange in administration. . 
Of all the causes that tend to keep up this uncertainty in a 
prominent teacher's tenure of office, there is none more utterly 
wit~out justification, and yet there is none more potent to-day 
than political influence and preference. Party ' politics should 
have no part or place 'in education or in school administration. 
. - ' 
That man who happens to be a member of a Board of Education 
or of a Board of School Trustees and who, when attempting to 
discharge his official duty, cannot thoroughly forget wheth~r he 
is a Republican or a Democrat, is an unworthy citizen and a 
disgrace to his generation. 
Whether politics has anything to do with bringing about the 
retirement .of Prof. 'Phelps we do not know. It has been strong-
ly intimated and as strongly denied. But we sincerely hope that 
each member of the Board of Regents stands unimpeachable on 
this score. . 
It seems to. be agreed that the question of uniformity in the 
administration of the four schools which are l\.I1der the control 
of the Board of Regents is an important factor in the causes of 
the difficulty. What necessity there is for trouble on this head 
the public has 'no' means of judging as yet. It is possible that 
there are points in regard to which no variation can be allowed. 
But in our eyes that word uniformity has come to bear a very SIlS-
picious look. It coverfi a policy which needs to be watched very 
closely, whether it means uniformity in text-books, uniformity 
in methods, uniformity in standards, or what not. It is a fruit-
ful theme, upon which our readers may be called upon to reflect 
hereafter. But at presen.t the WEEKLY only wishes to record its 
conviction in regard to uniformity 'in general, that it is a very 
good and a very desirable thing if it is a ·uniformity which brings 
all-really, not in appearance only-to the level of the high-
est and best. But if uniformity requires the lowering of the 
best to the level of the medium or the P:)Or, then it is an evil. 
It is understood that the facts involved in the issu'e at White-
water will soon be given to the public. On the general princi-
ple that it's an ill wind that blows nobody any good, we shall 
hope that some good in some direction will come 9ut of the mat-
ter. 
We hope the Board may have the. wisdom and the opportunity 
to obtain another President as able and efficient as the one who 
leaves them. and mJ.Y Professor Phelps speedily find, as rio doubt 
he will, another door open th~ough which his eminent talents and 
long experience may enter upon a wide field. 
WII".LIAM CULLEN BRYANT. 
No doubt some of the readers of the WEEKLY have read all they desire to in regard to Mr. Bryant. As for ourselves, 
so deep is our reverence for the man, his character, and pis work, 
that we feel a prick of conscience in passing anything by relating 
to him which comes before us. 
For the sake of those who may not have read so ~uch, and to 
satisfy our own sense of duty, we shall ask. indulgence to take ad-
vantage of our delay, and of the many articles which have ap-
peared ill the ablest papers in the country, to add another page or 
two to the great number that have already_been devoted to a re-
view or'the life and character of this eminent man. 
The salient points of his biography, as of most author-life, are 
few. Born in November 1794;. spent two years in Williams 
College; admitted to th~ bar in his twenty-first year; practiced 
law in Western Massachusetts until he was thirty-one years of 
age. Then he removed to the city of New York, abandoned the 
'legal profession, and began h~s career as a man of letters,-first 
as editor of the ·New York Review, a scholarly periodical of 
short life, and then upon the New York EveningPosl, which has 
" 
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ever since been "Bryant's paper. II He published several editions 
of his poems and made frequent trips to Europe. The lait half 
of his life was spent in affluence, and gave abundant evidence 
of II charitable spirit which his early circumstances did 1I0t al-
low to become prominent. He died at the age of eighty-four in 
consequence Qf injuries received in falling in a swoon on the steps 
- of 1\ friend's house, whither he had retired to recover from the 
effects of excessive heat and over-exertion in delivering tbe ari-
dress at the unveiling of the bust of Mazzini, in -Central Park. 
He hat! the rare fortune, or rare good sense,-in this connection 
t hey are almost identical-to live in perfect health up to the end 
of his life. His eyes needed no glasses, his hl!aringwasgood, and 
he outwalked men of middle age. This hearty old age was an 
evidence which cannot be too often recIted of the value of tem-
perance-perfect self-control in eating, drinking, sleeping, play-
illg, anc\ working. . 
As a JOURNALIST, Mr. Bryant dic,\ not belong to the modern 
type. He knew of no enterprise but steady adherence to hon-
est conviction; he sought no approval but that which comes from 
the intelligent and the virtuous. For fifty-two years he was closely 
identified with the oldest journal in New York, excepting one. 
This mj:ans something of the olden time in his character; al-
though, considering the circumstances, Mr. Bryant was singularly 
liberal and progressive. There was an elevation of. sentiment 
and carefulness of diction in his writing, and back of all a deep 
Christian spirit, which it would be pleasant to find in journalism 
to-day. . 
His career as an editor covered the criticalllCtiod of Amercan 
history from 1830 to 1 860-the period of the discussion and aboli-
tion of slavery. During these years ministers of the gospel 
preached and quoted the Bible in defense of the abominable thing: 
lawyers did not care to suggest the thought of liberty; publish-
ers issued only eviscerated books j business men found it unprofit-
able to express sympathies that were displeasing to the South j' and 
political parties and newspapers took care not to be stained with 
~nti-slavery ideas. During these years Mr. Bryant conducted 
his paper, and he never swerved; he was a straight anti-slavery 
man, pronounced and known, and changeless. 
The editor's chair enabled his shy and somewhat unsocial na-
ture to work at arm's length for the good of humanity and the 
country. It economized and retained nis temperament and facul-
ties in the public service. He escaped all prostitution of his 
pen or his conscience, i,n his exposed and tempted calling. He 
was a model of modc:ration, candor, and courage in hi:! editorial 
work. He rebuked the headlong spirit of party and sensational 
extravagance of expression. He appreciated the merits of those 
from whom he differed; and unbecoming personaliti~o com-
mon but so disgusting in journalism-found no harbor in his 
columns. Young men and women never found anything' in his 
paper to corrupt their taste or their morals, and families could 
ufely lay the Evt"t'nK POI/ where tbeir children and tbeir guests 
might take it up. 
AI a SCHOLAR, Mr. Bryant was an illustrious example of what 
may be accomplished by good habits, and steady in.d·ustry, in 
.pite of a frail body and only moderate facilities for obtaining 
an education. Only two years in college, and admitted to the bar 
at twenty-one, indicate no high attain,menta. And yet he,speed-
Ilyatepped into the flont rank of American scholars. His trans-
lation of Homer speaks for his classical learning, bis translations 
from the Spanish, Italian, and other languages, of his attainments 
in modern llpecch. He was a linl{uist, excelled only by a few of 
those who make the subject a life-specialty. As a publicist and 
a student of social and economic science he had few superiors. 
When we remember that all this was attained during years in 
which the exacting and responsible d~ties of an lIctive editor 
were conscientiously discharged, shall we not honor this industry 
and perseverance of the man? 
As a POET, it is difficult to speak of Mr. Bryant; and yet it is 
as a poet that he is most widely known and venerated_ He was 
before the American public in verse for more than seventy years. 
Some of his productions will 'live with the masterpieces of Eng-
lish literature, and yet Mr. Bryant did not devote ,himself mind 
and spirit to poetry. He never wedded the goddess. He pre-
ferred the solace of the lovely maid as a companion according 
to his mood.. He was always a man of affairs. To-him poetry 
was the shrine of the pilgrim, not the altar of the consecrated 
priest. This was due in part, no doubt, to the circumstances of his 
time. At the date when he came to the parting of the ways, a 
man could not live by poetry alone, no matter how divine the 
afflatus, 
Before he was twenty he composed that immortal poem, :I'han-
a/ojlis,-a prodUction which, when we ponder over itt seems as 
if inspiration had designed it to come from the lips of hoary age, 
rather than from the lips of. inexperienced youth. And yet 
Thana/ojsis of the boy of eighteen, is but the prelude to the 
F/Qot/ oj' Years of the old man of eighty-two. Between 
these two extremes, lies a succession of poems, remarkable for 
their evenness, and perfection of workmanship. They are nev-
er much aside from the line that marked the first flight of his gen-
ins, and it is doubted if any of them surpass it. . 
There are but few pieces in the world that can stand compar-
ison with Thana/ojsis," anc;l yet it is so hackneyed in our read-
ing books, and so famililt'r to us from youth, that many, especially 
teachers, seem to be insensible to its beauty and power. It is in 
the same sad predicament as Gray's Elegy,-its hallowedness is 
not felt because our familiarity with it comes too early and is 
hence irreverent. The following comment upon Thana/ojsis is 
from a sketch in Harper s Weekly by Mr. R. H . Stoddard. "This 
poem could only have been written in America. Its central 
thought, the universality and antiquity of death, demanded the 
background of a continent for its illustration, and the flight of 
untold centuries for its contemplation. I do not see how it 
could possibly have been suggested by the burial places of Europe, 
which are modern in comparison with those of the New World, 
itself the sepulchre of races long since extinct. History has pre-
served neither their names nor their deeds. The pall of dark-
ness covers them." 
, Putting Gray's Eltlf)' in contrast, he continues, * * "the 
vanished ones wno are called to mind (in the Elegy) were mere-
ly such as were natives of the place. * * What are the rude 
forefathers of the hamlet beside th~ patriarchs of the infant 
world- ' 
- 'The powerful of the earth, the wise, the good, 
Fair forms and hoary seers of ages past,' 
with whom we shall \ie down in one mighty sepulchre?' j 
And ther.eJ.s:..that 'sublime passage, beginning 
The hills 
Rock-ribbed and !Lncient as-the sun; * * . 
Where can it be matched? Out of reverence for the noble poem, 
and for the sake of presenting it with surroundings different from 
those in which it usually comes before the eyes of teachers, 
we take the liberty of inserting the whole poem in this issue. In 
order to complete a beautiful and sug~estive trio, lwe also , pub- -, 
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lish two others froni Brya~t,-the last one he ever wrote, and the 
One on June most appropriate, as it was the month in which he 
died. 
"Unqualified merits, I'll grant, if you chooso, he has 'em, 
But he lacks the one merit of kindling enthusiasm; 
If he stir you at all, it is just, on my soul, 
Like being stirred up with the very north pole." 
Bryant can hardly be said to share as high a degree of popu- The emotions which Bryant appeais to are too deep to find 
larity as either Longfellow or Whittier. When asked how to ac- speedy utterance, too profound to be moved quickly. If is not 
count for what popularity he does possess, he is a fortunate teach- possible that he is cold to an y but the thoughtless and the shallow. 
er of literature who can fully satisfy himself or his questioner. There is about him .a Doric strength and simplicity which can 
A cognate question 4lVould be, how to account for Wordsworth's be appreciated by none but wide souls. He awakens refleCtion 
popularity? The answer to this will be so far an answer to the and not enthusiasm. 
first. But there is this difference we think between the two cases. He never wrote but one poem against slavery, and that was 
Wordsworth's popularity is not great among us. He does not after the death· blow had been given to the "Great Wrong." 
appeal tc the common mind, even as much as Bryant does. His This may be a singular fact. But surely it was not fur the 
is the "audience select though few." There is no temptation reason that the cause of freedom did not touch his heart . . The 
to affect a love for Wordsworth. But in the case of our own counterpart to Whittier's noble work is to be found in the vigor-
poet, we believe that one half of his popularity is due to the ous, anti-slavery assaults made for years in the Evening Post. 
fashion among us to praise what js American; while the other "As a MAN, it is his glory"-we quote from Dr. Bellows' funeral 
half comes from the genuine and appreciative readers of his poe- discourse-"that his character out-shone even his great talent 
try. Many laud Bryant who have read but few of his poems. and his large fame. Distinguished equally for his native gifts 
Bryant and Wordsworth were similar in many respects; and and his consummate culture, his poetic inspiration and his ex-
the lovers of the one will be lovers of the other~ They were quisite art, he is honored and loved to-day even more for his 
both possess~(l with an intense love of nature. They presented stainless purity of life, his devotion to the higher interests of 
her as a world not to be interpreted by the eyes but by ,the soul. numanity, and his unfeigned patriotism. It is remarkable that 
Before their day there were passages of poetr·y in which the praises with none of the arts of popularity, a mom so little dependent on 
of the ,seasons were sung, and cataracts, sunsets, and rainbows others' appreciation, so/self-s ,osistent and retiring, who had lit-
were faithfully described; but nature as a whole, with a deep tIe taste for cooperation, and no bustling zeal in ordinary phi-
spiritual meaning in her beauties and harmonies, as a presence" lanthrophy, should have drawll · to himself the confidence, th'c 
the very garment of God, was almost unheeded and unknown. honor, and reverence of a great metropolis. ,Beyond all thirst for 
They are b;)th reserved, unsmiling, irresponsive in a5pect; fame or poetic honor, lay in Bryant the ambition of virtue. 
not at home in cities or in crowds; not easy of access or depen- Reputation he did not despise, but virtue he revered and iought 
dent on companionship. with 'all his heart_ He had an intense self-reverence, that-made 
They are alike also in the simplicity' and directness of their his good opinions of his own motives and actions absolutely es-
. language. There is no resorl to ornament or to the poet's tricks; sentia!' His passions were strong, and in early manhood not 
there is no art for art's sake. Although Bryant declared that always under the perfecl control of laler days. With a less con-
Wordsworth's first work, Lyrical Ballads, came to him as a reve- secrated purpllse, a less reverent love of truth and goodness, he 
lation still he escaped thp. early vagaries of his English contem- might easily have 'become acrid, 'vindictive, or selfishly ambi-
porar; upon the matter of ~tyle. -' tioll,s." , ' ,. 
Bryant never madc verses. There is never the least suspicion Few lives have been as complete as Mr. Bryant's. Born, we 
that he affects to feel raptures which he does not feel. He is might almost say, with the birth c.f the nation, his life has been 
full of sentiment; but free from sentimentality. He has full cuntempo~ary with nearly its whole first century. He saw the 
recognition of human sorrow. and sins; but no repining, much birth, he lived before the existence .of everyone of the charactell-
less despair. There is an entire absence of everything that oor- istic triumphs of mrJdern civilization-stearn-navigation, the rail-
ders on extravagance or morbidness. This makes his poetry road, and the telegraph. And yet he did not die until they be-
'wholesome and inspiring. When his poems are studied, their came familiar the world 'over, and well nigh universal in their 
simplicity is found t; be their charm. When read without be- fruitful influence. 
ing studied, we rarely know what we have in hand, so perfect is He did not hide hehind his literary reputation_ He was fas-
, the art and its concealment. How easy it seems to write those tidiou's in his ideas of manhood and honor. If any man has 
simple lines-for instance, the ode on Washington's birth-day. therightt~shrink-[rom the turmoil of life, that right belonged to 
Yet it is harder far than to fill each stanza with high-sounding him. But he did' not take it. When he came to the time of • 
'sentiment and fantastic word-painting. life when most men say tliat they have earned 'the right to rest, 
The finest and best sustained of Mr_ Bryant's poems are those he stopped not, but work~d on to the very end, taking P3.l't in 
in blank verse. Here his supremacy is recognized; and it is a everything that concerns humanity. ' The last act of his life was 
high tribute to his genius. Who ever essays to write in blank to deliver a public address. 
verse niust be ' a true poel. He is then disrobed; he must He was a lover and ,advocate of religious liberty, and a lover 
rely upon his natural gifls; his defec.ts cannot be hidden. To of religion 'itself, not in any dogmatic form, but in its ,essencc , 
feel that in this measure Bryant was 'at his height, it is only nc:c- and charity. For the last fifteen years of his life he was in reg-
cessary to recall such titles as TllanQlo}sts, A Forest Hymn, A ular church fellowship~ Tho~e who knew him best testify that 
Flood of Years. his last years were his sweetest, devoutest, and IlIost humane years. 
Byrant's poetry has been called cold. So Wordsworth'i was As we meditate upon this glorious life, what an uplifting power 
called insipid . . But the defect is in the reader, not in tlie poet. I it exerts upon us! What an answer has the Great Mover of the 
Even James Rl!ssel Lowell, in the callow days ;wh,en he could 'Universe vouchsafed to the soul th~t wrote in "An Evtninl{ 
write "A Fa"le/~ Critics," spoke thus of Mr. Byrant: , Revery.-' _ . 
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"0 thou great Movement of the Universe, 
Or Change, or Flight of Time-for ye are one I 
That bearest, silently, thy visible scene 
Into night's shadow and the streaming rays 
Of starlight, whither art thou bearing me? 
I feel the mighty current sweep me on, 
Yet'know not whither. Man foretells afar 
The courses of the stars; the very bour 
He knows when they shall darken or grow b.ight ; 
Yet doth the eclipse of SOfrow and of Death 
Come unforewarned !" 
THAN ATOPSrS. 
By WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT:-
Written at the age of eighteen, and first published in the 
North~American Review. 
To him who in the love of Nature holds 
Communion with her visible forms, she speaks 
A various language; for his gayer hours 
She has a voice of gladness, and a smile 
And eloquence of beauty, and she _glides 
Into his darker musings, with a mild 
And healing sympathy, that steals away 
Their sharpness, ere he is aware. When thoughts 
In giving so much space to this subJ'ect, we find sufficient Of the last bitter hour come like a blight 
Over thy spirit, and sad images 
defense, if, indeed, it is required of us, in the following consid- , Of the stern agony, and shroud, and pal1, 
erations : And breathless darkness, and the narrow house, 
Make thee to shudder, and grow sick at heart;-
1. For,the teacher, the life and character of William Cullen Go fort3, uncler the open ;ky, and list 
Bryant is of peculiar value from the fact that honesty, nobility To Nature's teachings, while from all around-
Earth and her waters, and the depths of air-
of character, and an unobtrusive but steady devotion to the best Comes a still voice-Yet a rew days, and thee 
interests of mankind, brought la.ge influence and devout rever- Tbe all .bebolding sun shall see no more 
In all his course; nor yet in the cold ground, 
ence to a man who lived rather _withdrawn from public contact, Where thy pale form was laid, with many tears, 
and who was wanting, in the tact, and geniality, and magneti~m, Nor in the embrace of ·ocean, shall exist 
which are the ordin_ary elements that give to men great power Thy image. Earth, that nourished thee, shall claim 
Thy growth, to be resolved to earth again, 
over their fellows, but which are elements noticeably absent in And, lost each human trace, surrendering up 
the teacher's character. Thme individual being, shalt tbou go 
To mix forev« with the elements, 
2. In him is an example of a full recvgnition beil}g accord- To be a brother to tbe insensible rock 
ed to merit accompanied by modesty, to enforce which lef;Son it And to the sluggish clod, which tbe rude swain 
Turns with his sbare, and treads upon. Tbe oak 
is hard to find examples in our society to·day. In Byrant's ca- Shal1 send his roots abroad, and pierce thy mould. 
reer, boys and girls may be made to feel the contrast between those Yet not to thine eternal resting-piace 
poor qualities,--self-confidence, self-seeking, and self-praise, Shalt thou retire alone, nor couldst tbou wish 
and those mostmanl'y qualities, self-knowledge, self-control, and Couch more magnificent. Thou sbalt lie down 
With patriarchs of the infant world-with kings, 
self-reverence. The powerful of the earth-the wise, the good, 
3. The triumph of his life proves forcibly to the young and Fair forms, and hoary seers of ages past, . 
All in one mighty sepulchre. The hills 
the aspiring, the value and the possibilities of untiring industry. Rock-ribbed and ancient as the sun,-the vales 
4. As a means of making pupils Jul the qualities of an author's Stretching in pensive quietness between; 
The venerable woods-rivers that move 
style-no easy task-and at the same time to develop in them a In majesty, and the complaining brooks 
cultivated taste, there is nothing better than the study of Bryant. That make the meadows green; and, poured round al1, 
. Old Ocean'. gray and melancholy waste,-
His prose is plain, virile, and '''free from any cheap gloss, of rhet- Are but the solemn decorations all 
oric, or the jingle of an effeminate rhythm." Of the great tomb of man. The golden sun, 
His poetry contains nothing that is gaudy,' there are no false The planets, all the infinite host of heaven, 
Are shining on the sad abodes of death, 
colors which are so attractive, and injurious to the young. There Through the still lapse of ages. All that tread 
is nothing ingenious or vague; no doubtful figures or strained The globe are but a handful to the tribes 
That slumber ~n its bosom.-Take the wings 
comparisons, no doubtful sentiment to be found in his works. Of morning, pierce the Barcan wilderness, 
5. -And where can the teacher of literature find a lever more Or lose thyself in the continuous woods 
Where rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound, 
available to lift pupils to. a plane above that in which Moore and Save his own dashings-yet the dead are there: 
Byron are their delight? It is generally a difficult matter to And millions in those solitudes, since first 
Tne flight of years began, have laid them down 
lead a young person to appreciate and enjoy Bryant and 1M their last sleep-the dead reign there alone. 
Wordsworth. They require habits of exalted reflection, -of So shalt thou rest, and what if thou _withdraw 
In silence from the living, and no friend 
looking into the hid4en meanings of things, _ that are not to be found Take note of thy' departure? All that breathe 
ordinarily in youth, although at that time of life t~ese habits Will share thy destiny. The gay will laugh 
are possible and eminently desirable. Ho.wever, there is an in- When thou art gone, the solemn brood of care 
Plod on, and each one as before will chase 
tro.version, a morbid, self· considering kind of reflection which is _ His favorite phantom; yet all these ,hall leave 
largely p~evalent among us, and -very pernicious. A teacher can Their mirth and their employments, and shall come 
1 And make their bed with thee. As the long train 
do no ~eater service for his pupil than carefully to guard hiro Of ages glide away, the sons of men, . 
. or lead him fForo· the latter, and fairly ground hiro in the former. The youth ill life's gre~n spring, and he who goes 
In the full strength of years, matron and maid, 
We, know of no better way of' accomplishing this than Qy cultivat- The speechless babe, and the gray.headed man-
ing in our classel/ a love of these t;win poets of nature. They are 1-~"--~-Sh:rltOileby one be gathered to thy side, 
pure and healthy. They lift us o.ut of ourselves, and toward By those, who in their turn shall fo~w jh:m . 
. something higher. Excepting a reverence and love for the Bible, So live, that when thy summons comes to join 
The innumerable caravan, which moves 
there is no surer guarantee of a noble manhood and womanhood To that mysterious realm, where each shall take 
than an appreciaHon and love, in youth, of Bryant and W ords- ~is chamber in the silent halls of death, 
- wo.rth. - - Thou go not, like the quarry.slave at night, 
Sconrged to his dungeon, but, sustained and soothed 
. By an unililtering trust, approach thy grave, 
-There can be no good teaching without a previous trairiing in the Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch 
methods of teaching.-Yo!". SfMlt. Abolit him~ and lies down to pleasant dreams. 
, " 
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THE TWENTY· SECOND OF FEBRUARY. 
Mr. Bryant's last poem. The memory of Washington haa 
never received so worthy a tribute, from an American 
poet, as the six noble 6tanzas given below : 
Pale is the February sky, 
And brief the midday's sunny hours; 
The wind.swept forest seems to sigh 
For the sweet time of leaves and flowers. 
Yet has no month a prouder day, 
Not even when the summer broods 
O'er meadows in their fresh array, 
Or autumn tints the glowing woC/ds. 
For this chill season now again 
Brings, in its annual round, the morn 
When, greatest of, the sons of men, 
Our glourious Washington was born. 
Lo, where, beneath an icy shield, 
Calmly the mighty Hudson flows! 
By snow-clad feU and frozen field 
Broadening the lordly river goes. 
The wildest storm that sweeps through space 
And rends the oak with sudden force, 
Can raise no ripple on his face, 
Or slacken his majestic course. 
Thus, 'mid the wreck of thrones, shaU live 
Unmarred, undimmed, our hero's fame, 
And years succeeding years shaU give 
Increase of honors to his name. 
JUNE. 
By WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT. 
Read at th.c ,conclusion <?( the funeral service and just 
before bearmg the fernalDS of the author to their qUiet 
and green resting place by the SIde of his beloved wife 
in Roslyn, LOD&' Island. 
I gazed upon the glorious sky 
And the green mountains round, 
And thought that when I came to lie 
At rest within the ground, 
'Twere pleasant, that in flowery June, 
When brooks send up a cheerful tune, 
And groves a joyous sound, 
The sexton's hand, my grave to make, 
The rich, green mountain-turf should hreak. 
A cell within the frozen mould, 
A coffin borne through sleet, 
And icy clouds above it rolled, 
While fierce the tempests beat--
'Away'!-I will not think of these~ 
Blue be the sky and soft the breeze, 
Earth green beneath the feet, 
And be the damp mould gently pressed 
Into my narrow place of rest. 
There through the long, long wmmer hou"" 
The golden light should lie, 
And thick young herbs and groups of flowers 
- Stand in their beauty by. 
The oriole should build and tell 
His love·tale close beside my cell; 
The idle butterfly 
Should rest him there, and there b~ heard 
The housewife bee and humming.bird. 
And what if cheerful shouts at noon 
Come, from the village sent, 
Or song of maids , beneath the moon 
With fairy laughter blent? , 
And what if, in the evening light, 
Betrothed lov.ers walk in sight 
Of my low monument? 
I would the lovely scene around 
Might know no sadder sight nor sound. 
I know that I no more should see 
The season's glorious show, 
Nor would its brightness shine for me, 
Nor its wild music flow; 
But if, around my place of sleep, 
The friends I love should come to weep, 
They might not haste to go. 
Soft airs, and song, and light, and bloom 
S)lould lceep them lingering by my \ol1lb. 
Thcse to their $oftened hearts should bear 
The thought of what has been, 
And speak of one who cannot share 
The gladness of the scene; 
Whose part, in all the pomp that fills 
The circuit of the summer hills, 
Is, that his grave is green; 
And deeply would their hearts rejoice 
To hear again his living voice. 
GRUBE'S METHOD.-VII. 
Prof. LOUIS SOLDAN, St. Louis Normal School. 
HUNDREDTH STEP. 
The Number IOO. 
Considerable time 'should be spent on the number 100. Be-
sides the regular process which' has been explained in connec-
tion with the number 20, a general review should take place. 
The multiplication table, of which the elements ar~ known from 
previous instruction, may be written out in the following well-
known forms and committed to memory thoroughly. 
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The pupil will understand from this that the product remains the sam~, no 
matter in what order the factors are multiplied. 
Measuring.-Oral Work: 
I. a. -Counting up to 100 and down by 3'S, 3's, etc., to IO'S, beginning with 
I, 2, or any other number. The pupil must be able to do this witholtt hesita-
tion and correctly before this part of the course caD be considered firtished. 
The written form for exercises of the same kind is ; 
1+2=3 
3+2 =5 
5+2 -7 
etc. 
Written and oJ'll1 work; 
4+5=9 
9+5=14 
14+5-19 
etc. 
or, 1,3,5,7,9, etc. 
4,9,14 19, etc. 
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00000000001 
oocooooooo 
0000000000 
000 0 000000 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~) lOX 10=100. 
ooooo"oooo~ 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 
100=IOOX I 
sox 2 
33X 3 (+1) 
2SX 4' 
20X S 
16X 6 <+4) 
14X 71+2) 
12)(' 8 (+4) 
IIX 9 (+1) 
1)100=100 
2)100= So* 
3)100= 33 (I) 
4)100= 2S . 
S)IOO= 20 
6)100= 16 (4} 
7)100= 14 (2) 
8;100= 11 (4) 
9)100= II (I) . 
10XI0 10)100= 10 
etc. 
Miscellaneous exercises in addition, subtraction, multiplicati. 'n, and divis-
ion, with all the numbers below 100, will be a test whether the p.upil hM the 
lit cessary nlechanical s .• iIl to proceed to the study of numbers above 100. 
Examples like the following should offer no difficulty. 
Addition 14+13+12+11 
IS+17+19+18 
25+37+39+17 
Subtraction 90-16-12-11 
98-32 -41 - 24 
Ml\ltiplication 3X30, 4X22, 2X44, 2X27 .. 
3X2S, 3SX2 etc. 
Division 3)60, 
4)60. 
12)84. 
4)S3· 
3)69· 
4)7 l . 
' 13)65· 
A good exercise in the combination of numbers is_to write a series of fig-
ures on the board and to direct the pupil to add 'or multiply the first two 
pointed at, to subtract the next, to divide by the third, etc. Examples like' 
these should present no difficulty: . 
(3X29)-(4X 16)+7; IOX9X3. 
The teacher should.always oolvethe examples mentally with the class. 
Grube recommends also the following exercises at this part of the course 
as a test whethe~ the pupil'"has a ·clear or fixed idea of each number : 
Let the' jiWpils .count from I to )00, but instead of nammg the numbers them-
selves. name two facton of which each may be composed. Hence instead of 
eounting 6, 7. 8,9, 10, the pupils are to say 2X3, 7XI. 2X4, 3X3.2X5,~tc. 
) is to be given as a factor only in case of prime numbers. 
Numben like 52, 68. 95, etc .• mUll be remembered as the product of 4XI3, 
4X17. 5X19. etc .• and for this purpose the multiplication table up to 20 
should be studied. 
, I . c.-Somebody had '100 and spent the fourth part of it; of the remain· 
der he spent the third plll1. What amount did he keep?, What part of the 
'100 did he keep? . 
I have' taken a number 3 times and have 4 more than half a hundred. 
What number did I take three times? . 
Five times what number is 5 less than 100? 
$eyenty.five.is. three times the foorth part of what number? 
Exercises in changing compound.numbers within the limits of 100 to lower 
One year and eight months are how many months? 
One hundred ounces are how many pounds? 
Eight pounds three ounces are how many ounces? 
Twenty.three gallons are how many quarts ? 
One hundred quarts are how many gallons ? 
A farmer sold three mules for 99 dollars; how much apiece did he get for 
them? Etc. 
Numbers above IOO. 
In teaching the numbers from 100 to T ,000 the tranSition is 
made to the ordinary four processes. Instruction gradually 
loses the character of an object lesson and appeals to memory, ' 
understanding, and reason directly. Not that the help of illus-
trations is discarded altogether, for they should be used wher- ' 
ever feasible, but when dealing with larger numbers the only way 
to illustrate is to show the analogy, with a corresponding exam-
ple in smaller numbers, by which perception is enabled to help 
the higher powers of the mind. A few generalizations will be 
of assistance in following Grube's idea. 
The number 100 is the last one treated by itself. With i.t in-
struction proceeds no longer from one number to the next high-
er one considering each number separately, but deals with the 
numbers from 100 to 1,000 in general. 
Grube places the work with numbers rom 100 to 1,01Z>0 in the 
first hal f of the third year of .the course. The first quarter is 
devoted almost exclusively to pure number, the second more to 
applied number. 
As the relation of the units and tens to c;ach other has been 
considered in the previous course, the principal part of the work 
at this stage is the measuring of hundreds by hundreds, and of 
hundreds by tens. 
The greater part of instruction here is oral work, or intellectu- . 
al arithmetic j written work is but a repetition of the oral. 
In the introauction to this division of his work, our author 
says: "As the future study of arithmetic is simply an applica-
tion of the insight gained by perception into the nature of the 
numbers from I to 100, the following part of the course has for 
its purpose to reduce the relations of the numbers from 100-1,000 
to those bf the numbers below one hundred. or, in other words, 
to show that the relations of larger numbers among themselves 
are of the same nature as the relations of their elements." 
By this practice the pupil arrives lit the secret of excellence 
in performing examples mentally j the dealing with numbers 
reduced to their smallest possible form. 
In order to arrive at a true idea of number, we must look 
upon number itself at this stage and not yet. consider the, four 
'processes as such. The latter are reserVed for the second half of 
the year. Intellectual:an~ written arithmetic should always be 
'combined. 
. As there is no longer any need for the isolated consider-
ation of · each n'umber, as in the former part of the course, the 
only d.ivision of the subject matter necessary is 
A. The Pure Number (measuring, comparing, combining.) 
B. Applied numbers. 
. TEACHER AND PUPIL.-II. 
or higher denominations. --I---~---e-M. WOODRUFF, Esq., Detroit. Mich. 
One quarter of a dollar has hOw many cents?; Three quarters ? 
Half a dollar ii how many quarters? Dimes? Suo .1.- What is Exussivl Punishment. 
A dollar is how many dimes? WHETHER punishment is excessive or not is a question of fact for the jury 
How many months in 100 daya? Weeks? to determine. There can be no rule by which the excess of pumsh. 
A hundred months are how many years? rilent m.ay· be measured. .That which would be excessive punishment in on~ 
One, ~undred pieces are how many dozen? Pain? case might not be in another. The nature of the offense, the age of the pupil, 
*To be read :-a) • Is coataiDed la 100 filty tim ... b) half of 100 Is so, .w;' his state of health, and general powen of physical endurance. all .hould 
I 
, 
• 
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govern the punishment. A blow that would bring tears and repentance from 
one would only inspire the ridicule of another. The discretion of the teach· 
er must govern, and yet it is a discretion in the exercise of which he must not 
err. 
Unfortunately, the cases decided {tve us very little idea of the amount or 
kind of punishment inflicted in each case respectively. The writer witnessed 
a trial (the case not among the reported ones), where the facts were as fol-
lows : Pupils had been in the habit of leaning out of the second-story window 
of the schoolroom, just before the opening of ,chool, and spitting upon people 
passing below. This had heen expressly forhidden. The defendant, a 
teacher in the school, ddected a young lad, a pupil, of about eleven years, 
so doing, and stea'thlly approaching from behind, gave him a severe blow 
with a ferule, which left quite a black and blue mark, and disabled the boy 
.from sitting down for some hours. This was held to be excessive and im-
proper pnnishment. Moreover, the judg.:> severely criticised the carelessness 
of the teacher, as he ought, for that the sudden start or jump, occasioned by 
both the surprise and the blow, might have caused the lad to faU from the 
window. The Supreme Court of Indiana, in the case of Cooptr vs. Me:Jun-
kin, held that "a teacher in the exercise of the power of corporal punish-
ment must not make such power a pretext for cruelty and oppression, but the 
cause must be sufficient, the instrument suitable, and the manner .and extent 
of'the correction; the part of the person to which it is applied, and the temper 
in which it ;, inflicted, should be distinguished with the kindness, prudence, 
and propriety wbich become the station l • As regards the instrument used, a 
ferule seems to be regarded as suitable. In the case of Commonwealth vs. 
Rm,dall before cited, the court, as in the case of Cooptr vs. Me :Junki", on gen-
eral principles condom ned the use of the rod, while in La"dtr vs. Slavtr, a 
jury found that a raw-hide was a suitable instrument" . 
Further research concerning what punishment would be excessive is useless. 
The circumstances of •• ch case govern that case; aU the facts surrounding 
it determine the question: the age of the pupil, the offense, the pupil's char-
acter, the strength, health, sex, and the instrument used. Cases have arisen 
however, where the teacher's right to btal the scholar is derived not so much 
from his right to punish, as from his right to control the schoolroom. Such 
a case was that of Sltvtns vs. Fassel, where a scholar in school hours placed 
himself in the desk 01 the instructor, and refused to leave it on the reque;t of 
the teacher. It was htld, that such a scholar might be lawfully removed by 
the teacher; and for that purpose the teacher may immediately lise m eh force 
and call to h~ assistance such aid from any other person, as is "tcessary 10 
accomplish Iht objtct, and the case i. the same if the person removed is not a 
scholar, but a person ,having no right in the school'. Here, it will be oh-
~erved, the object of the battery was not correction, hut the maintaining of 
the teacher's right to control the schoolroom, and his right to use force is 
based on the same ground as the right of· one t.o use force in. putting a tres-
passer off his premises. 
Stc .,..-For What OfftnUS Mall a Pupil bt Punishtd. 
The teacher is invested with the power of establishing reasonable rules for 
the government of the school. These rules must he observed by the pupils, 
or it would be useless to enact them; and their violation calls for some pun-
ishment from the teacher. It is thought that these rules cannot be mere ar-
bitrary ones, created through some caprice of the teacher, but they must have 
for their aim the general welfare of the school and the scholar. The teacher's 
power to establish such rules is dfscussed elsewhere. Of course a pupil may 
be punished for any misconduct or misbehavior during school hours, even 
though it be not in direct violation of any set rule. There is a common law 
of decency and good . conduct in the schoolroom, as well as in the body 
politi~, and statutes of the state bear the saine relation to the common law as 
rules of the schoolroom promulgated by the teacher at the ' commencement of 
the term, or at any other ti~es, bear to what may be called the common law 
of the schoolroom. Whispering, disorderly and unseemly conduct in the 
schoolroom, is quite as much out of order, if it he not expressly prohlbited, as 
if it were denounced by the teacher from his desk, at every session. 
Ordinarily a pupil may not be punished by a school~master for misconduct 
,committed after the dismissal of school for' the day, and the return 01 the 
pupil to his home, yet he may, on the pupil's return Irom school, punish him 
for any misbehavior, though committed out of school, which has a direct and 
Immediate tendency to injure the school, and subvert the master's authority'. 
As an Ulustration of su~h behavior, we give the facts of the case cited to sup· 
port this proposition. The defendant was a teacher of a district school in 
Burlington, Vt., and the plaintiff, whose age was about eleven years, was one 
of his pupils; one day about an hour and a half after the close of school in 
the afternoon, . and after the plaintiff had returned home from school, and 
while he was driving his father's cow by the defendant's house, in presence 
of the defendant and some of his fellow pupils, the plaintiff called the de-
fendant, "old Jack Stavtr/' the next morning, after school had commenced, 
the plaintiff having come to school as usual, the defendant, after reprimanding 
the plaintiff for his insulting language, whipped him with a small rawhide . 
In order to justify punishment under this decision, the "tendency to injure the 
school and subvert the authority of the ma,ter must be dirtcl and im,,,,dialt 
and· not merely remote and indirect1 ." • 
It has been usually considered that a teacher has the power to punish the 
pupil for misconduct out of the school, committed whil~ on his way to and 
from the school, and this seems to b~ the law as recognized by t!i.e courts to 
this day, although they are not entirely unanimous on the subject. All con-
cede that the punisbment,.however, should be inflicted in the school-room, for 
there is very great doubt whether the teacher'S right to punish is not confined 
to school hours, although he may punish for certain offenses committed out of 
school hours. An illustration is afforded by a case tried in the Court of 
Common PlPas ofL1WrenC! County, lndiana, some sixteenyelfs ago, and for 
the details of which we are indeb~ed to the "Lawyer in the School Room." 
Correction was administered by a teacher on a pupil after the, adjournment of 
school in the evening, and while the latter was on his way home, for an act 
committed during thlt time,-and which 'was seen by the teaciler, who there ' 
upon administered the correction by sundry stripes of an ordinary sized rod. 
It is well argued that the authority of the teacher to punish for the offense 
may in some measure depend upon whether the scholar continues under the 
jurisdiction of the master. F~r, if the scholar, after leaving the scbool in the 
evening, com misted an offense as in thIS case, but never again returned to the 
school, the teacher's right to punish under such circumstances would be more 
than douhtful. Consequently, the deferring of the .punishment in all cases, 
until it can be inflicted in the school-room, is advised". 
The teacber has no right to punish a scholar for refusing to confess a crime 
for which i!e might be punished at law. The law does not require. criminals 
to confess their gui!t, consequently, any punishment for such a refusal would 
meet with no favor in the courts. 
A father had directed his ehild.in attendance upon a public school in Wis-
consin to pursue only certain studies selected by the father from those r~quired 
or permitted by law to be tauglrt in such school and actually taught therein, 
and forbade the child to pursue a certain other study, and this fact was 
known to the teacher of the school; it was held that such a teach .. was , 
not authorized to inflict corporal p)1nishment upon the ·child for the purpose of 
compelling him to pursue the study, so forbidden by the father'. 
The law may be summed up in brief, as follows: The teacher has the right 
to punish the scholar for any offense committed against any of the rules of 
the school which the teacher or other power establishing them has the right 
to establish, and as well for any misconduct in or out of the school room which 
has a direct or immediate tendency to injure the school and subvert ,the 
teacher's authority. The subject of rules for the '~ovemment of the school will 
form the topic of a subsequent chapter. 
I Lander tiS; Beaver, 33 Vt. 114. 
2 The Lawyer in the School-Room, 104. 
3 Morrow vs. Weod, 35 Wis. 59. 
The following expression came spontaneously from the teachers of the 
Whitewater Normal School whc;n the fact of President Phelps' resignation W8$ 
re~ent1y made known. The names of all but four of the faculty are signed 
to it. 
TESTIMONiAL.-We the undersigned members of the faculty of the White-
water S~t~ Normal School, wish p~blicly to express our appreciation of the uni-
form kindness and courtesy WhlCh have been extended to us hy President 
Phelps. , 
We feel that the cordial support which he has given us in our work here has 
conie from one whose long connection with normal schools has given him 
such broad and high conceptions of the ends to be attained as ~ enable him to 
justly appreciate the needs and scope of this institution. . 
Furthermore, in oUf opinion, the success of President Phelps' plans in this 
school, hi the face of the many obStacles whicjl have; existed, unq!1estionably 
proves his ability, had these obstacles been removed, to place this school in the 
front rank of educational institutions. 
ISABEL LAWRENCE, MARGARET M. THOMAS, 
MARY L. ALLEN, KATHARINE S. OSBORNE, 
HEllEN p, StORKE, MRS. E. M. KNAPP 
ISABELLA J. STORKE, UBi>. R. KLEEBUGIIIl, 
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THE -REPUBLIC~N NOMINEE FOR STATE SUPERINTENDENT. 
ILLINOIS. 
The Republican Convention met June 26, and, contrary to general expecta-
tion, nominated Gen. Smith, of Chicago, as candidate for State Treasurer. 
It was someWhat ge!lerally supposed that Mr. Ridgeway would carry off 
this prize, and that, as a consequence. the state superintendency would go to 
Mr. Boltwood. Mr. Powell, or Mr. White. 
We haye not the de/ails of the doings of the convention at hand at this 
writing, but. suffice it to say. that James P. Slade. the well·known county su-
.perintendent of St. Clair. receiv.ed the nomination for State Superintendent. 
Mr. Slade's face is familiar to every teacher who has attended the state 
meetings during the last six or eight years. He is always on hand, and is one 
of its,most industrious and useful members. He is a native of Albany county. 
N. Y .• but has lived in Illinois over twenty years. Since 1865 he has been 
most of the time county superintendent of St. Clair county. having been sev· 
eral times elected by ~ajorities ranging from 2.000 to 2.300. He has for sev· 
eral years been principal of the Belleville High School. He was announced 
ns a candidale, only two or three weeks before the meeting. but his reputation 
is so excellent that it was generally conceded through Central and Northern 
Illinois. where we were familiar with the sentiments of teachers. that if the 
office went south, he was the man. • 
He has always been right on all educational questions. As a county su-
perintendent, he has been exceedingly efficient and unusually popular. 
Should he be elected he will acquit himself with credit to his profession 
, . and to the state. 
CHICAGO. 
On the evening of Thursday,June 27, Mr. Duane Doty, Superintendent of 
Schools, of the city of Chicago, was re~lected by a unanimous vote: - Only 
three members were absent, and it is understood tbat they would have voted 
10r him had they been present. This certainly must be very gratifying to 
Mr. Doty. Probably not another superintendent of a large city in the coun· 
try has been treated as handsomely this year. Mr. Delano was reelected assistant 
superint~ndent. All the teachers-at least we presume all-were appointed 
for next year and their salaries fixed. Mr. Howland. Principal of the Central 
High School, gets ,2,250 ; his gentlemen ' assistants. '1,500. Principa ls of 
the Division High Schools get ,1,875. Their assistants get,-gentiemen,,1,5OO. 
ladiel ,'750. Principals of the Grammar Schools get '1 ,5So. The salari~ 
of the ladies range from '750 to '350. On the suggestion of Mr. Doty. 70 
per cent was fixed as the average for graduation from the high schools and 
passage of pupils from one department to another. 
On the motion of Mr. English, the secretary of the board was instructed to 
'correspond with the principal school boards and educational associations of 
this country with a view to cooperation in the reform of English spelling. 
Mny the secretary find abundant encouragement and assistance. The col· 
umns of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY shall be opened freely to aid in the 
good cause. 
-Egypt has 765 non· navigable canals used solely for irrigation, and 62 
canals,used both for irrigation and traffic. Of these canals over 100 have 
been opened during the reign of the Khedive. 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
APPLETONS' School Reader •. By W. T . Harri. A. J. Rickoff 11[ Bailey First, 
16mo, bdl. , 28c. Second, t2mO, bdl., "OC. Third, I2mo, bdl., S; cO' Fourth, 12mo, 
bdl •• 70 c. N. Y.: D. A.;P,t ... b' c.. ... .. .. .. .. . .... . .... .. .. ...... ...... . . 
BERGER Francl.. Improved method of t.equtrinl the French pronunciation. 16mo, 
, pp', So. N. Y.: E . Gplll' ... ... . . ..... . • .• .. .• ..• ••. . .•. •• •• ••••••••••• .• .. •• •• •.•. $1.00 
HOUSTON, Edwin { . The outlin .. of natural philosophy, for younl children. 16mo, . 
pp. 123. Bdl. Phi .: CI4xl .... R",," .. b' Ha./f,//f"r'" . . . . .. . .. ... .. .. . . . .. ~. .. SO 
. -HOMER'S Iliad, the lirst six books ot, with explanatory notel, ud references tothe 
,ram man of GOodwin and Hadley, by Jas. Robinson Bolle. N ftJJ , d .• with noles 
rev. and lar&ely re·wrltten, with map. 12DlO, pp. lx, 125. Chica,o : S. C. Grial 
b' C ••.•• .. . . . ... ... .. ... . . . ...... . , . . ••••• • • •••• •.....• •.• , .... •. ••• . •.. ..• •• •• ~·so 
METRIC Prim,,: a text·book fo. bell.ners, prepa!ed for the lociety by .• praclleal 
teacher. ~ .. mo, pp.,.s. Pap. BOlt.: Am. Mit,," 011"""' .... .... ... .... 0. .... .. 10 
NORTON, Sid.eyA. The elements of chemlltry. (Eclectic educational aer.) .6mo, • 
pp. 300. Cln.: Van Antwerp. Bratlll 8< Co ••.• . ••••. ••••• •••. . •• .. • . . .• ••• . ••• •• '.'0 
SPENCER, J .. A. anei Loa.lnl. BeDion J. A complete bl.tory of the United · Stat .. , 
&ODl the earliest period to the present odminlstratloD. 2 V; IU. Roy. avo. '13 ; 
.hp., "5; hf. tlty., $.8 ; full tlty .• ,_ l'bl~ : W. T. AmI/I ••••• .... . ...... ... 
Home and School. 
This department is d~i~ed for ll?-e if!Struction and entertainment of parents and children. 
Ongmal contrIbutions and tr:lDslatioDS are solicited. 
THE BOY JUST OUT OF SCHOOL. 
DID you ever pause and contemplate that particular and peculiar phase of human nature developed by the anxious school boy when released from 
the study and discipline-when " school is out." ,and he is on his way home? 
Ordinary humanity. when released from the toils of the day. is prone to seek 
rest and relaxation. The boy scorns all such effeminate ideas. He is com-
posed of but three parts-legs. arms; and yell. and the yell is the biggest part 
of him. His legs and arms have been kept in irkso~e, compulsory quietude 
all day. and must now be exercised. His voice has been seething and swell-
ing in him for hours. and now must have vent. As soon as he is clear of 
the school house steps he stops and. deliberately yells a yell that is ear-
splitting, but which has no more object. meaning. or direction than the mid· 
night vociferation of a mule; and yet he appears at a full run. with his arms 
·flying· about lik~ the scintillations of a pin·wheel. He is no respector of per· 
sons, and is utterly indifferent nsto whether he runs down a smaller boy, spins 
an aged citizen three times around, or mashes a girl's hat over her eyes in 
his headlong career. "Mercy on us! If that boy were only mine, l'd-" 
but just then her own boy flies past. falls over a dry.goods box, bounces up; 
kicks at another boy. and is chased across the street and around the comer 
b~fore she can 2et th~ "You Robert I" wit.h which she intends to annpilate 
him, out of her astomshed throat. There IS but one thing that has the slight-
est soothing effect on the boy when ·he is on the way home from school. He 
can see the old man farther than Prof. Hall can see a haystack with a tele· 
scope, and the moment that parent dawns upon his vision he becomes as 
proper'as a model letter-writer, and the neatly modulated voice with which 
he wheedles the ·author of his being out of five cents on the spot is a lesson for 
future ambitious savings bank and passenger railway presidents·. The amount 
of racing. jumping. pulling. and hauling. and howling that a schoolboy can 
concentrate into a transit of two squares is positively astonishing. and the pre-
ternatural coolness and the quietude with which he takes his red face and 
panting breath into the kitchen and asks if supper ain' t· most ready is a hu. 
man conundrum that calls for unqualified admiration.-Easton Fr" Press. 
SCH06L SHIPS. 
A correspondent from Medina. Ohio. wr~tes : "An article in your paper 
giving information with regard to the enlistment of boys in lhe sch~ol ships 
of the navy, their treatment. education. and opportunities, would be of great 
interest to many of your readers in this region. Boys of between , sixteen 
and!seventeen years of age, of good physique. good character. and good men-
ta! capacity only are selected. They enlist until they are twenty·one, and 
cannot be sent to sea until they have been on board six months. The routine 
of studies and recitations is upon the same principle as at the Naval Academy. 
Boys are arranged in four classes and taught seamanship, gunnery. arithmetic, 
reading, writing, spelling. and a special course of study in navigation is also 
prescribed. A class of divers receives instruction ·also. and boys of the first 
and second class must attend a singing class. Mechanical tastes are encour-
aged and any boy showing special mechanical proclivities is placed in the 
carpenter's or engineer's class. The chaplain has supervision of a part of 
their studies, but their chief instructors are officers who have been professors 
at the Naval Academy. On Sundays all boys must attend divine service. 
In the summer the boys go on practice cruise, in the winter remain atthe Navy 
Yard. There are now four vessels of the Navy detailed as traimng ships and 
a bill is before Congress to make this training a district branch of the Naval 
Service. The whole system was devised and developed by Commodore R. 
W. Shufeldt, Chief of the Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting at Washing· 
ton,·Navy Department. 
======== 
-In a wild part of Scotland a dealer in fish used to drive his cart a consider-
able way inland. On one occasion, when passing a wild moor where, al. 
- though1clffie-clld-resj e a schoolmaster. the knowledge of the inhabitants of 
affairs in general was not extensive, he droppe.s!.a lobster. Some children 
picked it up, and wondering what the sirange creature could be, took it to the 
schoolmaster. The dominie put on his " sparticles," and, turning it over and 
over, examined it carefully. "Weel," at length said the oracle, "I ken roaist 
o' the wonderfu' animals 0' creation, except jist twa, and those twa - I never 
saw. They are an elephant and a turtle dove; and SO this mqst be tllIe"o' 
the twa," 
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THE STATES. 
ILLINOIs.-The Normal Alumni Association held its annual banquet at the 
Ashley House in Bloommgton, June 19. The exercises consisted of Presi-
dent's address, Charles DeGarmo; essay, Miss Carleton; and oration, Ben. C. 
Allensworth. The two gentlemen by a strange coincidence had selected the 
same subject-Communism. The fact shows the impression the recent con· 
ditions have produced upon the public mind. The supper, prepared by mine 
bost Warden, was an elegant affair. H . R . Edwards, of Peoria, wa. elected 
President. Tbe Nor~al Commence~ent passed off pleasantly, the day being 
all that the most captIOus could desue. Twenty-five graduates receIved di· 
plomas. Several have been appointed to positions and the remainder are 
willing to be appointed. John T. Bowles goes to Naples; A. C. Butler suc-
ceeds Mr. Carter in tbe Normal public scbools; Edwin Reshel goes to Ade-
line' Miss Dexter is to be assistant in the Lexington schools; Miss Baird in 
the Naples s~hools; :,nd Miss Preston in the Centralia schools.--H. B. 
Bryant, of <:ommerclal colle~e ' fa~e, h~s made an assignment.--rvtary 
Allen West IS east on a vacatIOn tnp.--Prof. M. C. Butler, of Knoxville 
Tenn. is the new principal of the Collinsvill~ schools. You couldn't com~ 
to a h~tter state, Brother Butler.--The Illinois Wesleyan Univer.ity closed a 
• very prosperous year June 20. Its law department, under the charge of Judge 
Reuben L. Benjamin, graduated a class of seventeen on the nineteenth. Judge 
Benjamin is a scholar of un~sual attainments and is aided by a faculty of su-
perior men. Prest. Adams IS the man for the place. He has a happy facul-
ty of reaching the. popular heart, and pos~ess.es ~bundant energy and tact. 
Long may he contmue at the bead of the mshtuhon.--The Belleville bigb 
school has been aholisbed.--The Whiteside County Institute will be beld 
tbis year at Fulton. It begins July I?--'!he De Kalb County Institute 
will meet at Sycamore July 22, and WIll contmue two weeks.--C. W. Camp. 
bell and wife remain I1t West Salem next year. The school year has been 
lengthened, and no reduction made in salaries. 
The Iroquois County Teachers' Annual Institute will assemble at Watseka, 
July IS, and continue four weeks, with an examination of applicant. for cer-
tificates at the close of the term. Tuition fee for the entire course, including 
evening lectures, $4.00. For particulars address D. ,Kerr, County Superin. 
tendent, at Gilman.--The Macon county Annual Institute for Teacbers 
will open Monday, July 22, and close Aug. 16. It WIll be 'held at Decatur. 
Addresslohn Trainer, county superintendent, Blue Mound.--The Summer 
School 0 Elocution at Jacksonville, by S. S. Hamill, is over-crowded with 
pupils and ' many applicants cannot be received. The demand for special 
instruction is so great that Prof. Hamill's time is engaged .for ten bours a day 
for six weeks in advance. After August 10, be may be secured for institute 
work.--Miss Frances Preston, daugbter of James H . Preston, County 
Superintendent of Lee county, has just graduated from the State· Normal 
University, carrying off two diplomas, one from the High School and one 
from the Normal School. She took the regular Normal course and the 
classical course ~n the High Schoul. She is the firSt lady graduate with di-
plomas from the two schools. Time, three years and two tenns.--At recent 
meetings of the Lincoln city school board, Prof. W. F. Bromfield was re-
tained for next year as superintendent at same salary as last year. Several 
changes were made in the ward schools and subordinate positions in high 
school. The salaries of all the teachers in the city, excepting the superin-
tendent and one assistant in the high school, were cut down from $25 to 175 
each; effecting a saving (?) to the city of $700.--The Vermillion County 
Superintendent, C. V. Guy, is making a praiseworthy effort to secure uni-, 
fonnity of text-books in the county. The series. adopted, viz.: Model Rea-
der and Arithmetic, Swinton's Grammar, Harper's Geography, Ridpath's 
History, and Swinton's Word ,Analysis, ~ive general satisfaction with the ex-
ception of the Arithmetic. The Harpers have placed in the field two special 
agents to canvass the county in the interests of their series of text· books. 
These agents will visit every school district during the next two months . 
About sixty schools of the county have adopted the uni formseries.--E. R . 
E.· Kimbrough, graduate of the Normal class of 1873, has been nominated 
for state senator by the Democracy. "Kim" is a young man, only 26 years 
of age, hut he is a Huent speaker. He will canvass the district and will make 
it interesting for Mr. Hunt, the present incumbent, who is the Republica!) 
candidate.--C. M. Taylor, Principal of the East Danville schools, goes to 
Paxton next year-8 ~ months, $goo. All the graded schools of Vermillion 
county have employed principals. J. G. Shedd, Superintendent of Danville 
Schools, salary $1000 (or ten months. R. L. Barton, Principal Rossville 
Schools; salary about $600 for seven months. '1'. B. Bird, Hoopeston, salary 
$80 and half the tuition money. F. N. Tracy, third yenr nt Georgetown, 
salary $75. W. H. Chamberlin, third year at Ridge Farm, salary 180. 
Betzer, at Fairmount, salary $65. Wm. J . Brinkley, Catlin, salary $60. The 
County Superinten1ent, assisted by C. M. Taylor and W. H. Chamberlin, will 
hold t~o sessions of a Normal class during the present summer. The first 
session began at Ridge Farm June 24, and continues four weeks. The sec-
ond session begins at Danville July 22, and continues six weeks. 
MICHIGAN.-The graduating exercises at the numerous high schools 
throughout the state have been generally very largely attended and highly 
praised by tbe 10.cal press. At East Saginaw, Prof. W. L. Smith, who leaves 
the schools of that place to become Deputy State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, was presented with a beautiful silver tea-set of five pieces by his 
associate teachers.--Twenty-three graduates from the Ann Arbor High 
School entered the fresbman ' class of tbe University for next year, at tbe com-
mencement last week.--Prof. A .. Hennequin has resigned his position in 
Orchard Lake Military Academy, so as to devote his time to two text-books 
he is preparing for publication. One of them will be of an elementary char-
acter on tbe German language, and the other a }<'rencb book tohe used by ad-
vanced students.--The regents of the UniverSity, at his own request, relieved 
Prof. Jones from i1uty as dean of the homceopatbic collt'ge and then made him 
professor of materia med,ca and pathogenesey, and Prof. Franklin, the newly 
appointed successor of Prof. Gilchrist, bas been made full dean and professor 
of surgery. It has been freely asserted that this will end the squabbling in 
the homceopathic school. 
MAINE.-The first prize for extemporaneous English composition was 
awarded to Purington; Bowdoin ' 78.--E. C. Winthrop, Colby '80, has 
declined an Iowa salary of $1.200 to remain with his class.-- At the recent 
commencement at Kent's Hill,'the Rev. Dr. Torsey was reelected President, 
an office which he bas held for'more than aquarter of a century.--The new 
Normal School building at Gorbam is to cost '19,980.--Prof. 'Lyford has 
abandoned his trip to Europe owing to ill health.--Portland is thinking of 
introducing Berger's manual of French pronunciation into the public 
schools.--Miss Eliza~th J. Ellis, of Bristol, late a teacher in Wellesley 
College, is dead.--President Chamberlin sailed for Europe the 15th ult. 
--Bridgton high school graduated a class of sixteen the 7th ult. Mjsses 
Norton, Parkhurst, Nowland, and Taylor, do not retum.--Deering votes to 
finish its high school building. 
IOWA.-Miss P. W. Sudlow, superintendent of the Davenport Public schools, 
was made Professor of English Lauguage and Literature in the State Univer-
sityat tbe meeting of the Regents last week. President Pickard was inaugur-
ated June 20. Miss Sudlow was honored with the degree of A. M. at the 
commencement at Cornell College, Mount Vemo~,last week.--A call at the 
Coe Collegiate Institute, Cedar Rapids, last week, revealed the fact that the 
facilities are at hand here for making one of the best institutioils of the kind 
in the state. The Institute is under the care of the Presbytery of Cedar Rap. 
ids, and is ccntrolled hy a Board of Trustees appointed by that ecclesiastical 
body. It has large and heautiful grounds, and a very good building. Prof. 
Robert A. Condit is principal. 
OHIO.-The Annual Institute for Preble county will he in sesston, at Eaton 
during the week commencing August 19. Supt. Alston Ellis, of Hamilton 
0., has been engaged as instructor in Arithmetic and Geography; Thos. A' 
PollO'ck will have charge of Penmanship and Elocution; Prof. F. M. De 
Motte, School Management; Oscar Sheppard, English Grammar and Civil 
Government; John B. Munger, Music; L . D . Brown, Orthography and Ex-
aminations; George C. Dasher, Algebra and Physics; Hon. J. J. Burns, 
School Law and Reports. This institute will be conducted malllly on the 
class plan. Text books will be needed. A teacbers' examination will he 
held at the close of the Institute (Saturday, Aug. 24). 
MASSACHUSETTS.-The No E. 7 0ur. of Ed. says that President Runkle, of 
the Institute of Technology, Boston, has resigned his post at the head of that 
institution, and Prof. W. B. Rogers succeeds to the office, which he filled 
with great acceptance from 1862 to 1868. President Runkle bas .administer-
ed the affairs of. the Institute wisely, and with marked success, and its pres-
ent prosperity is the result, in tbe main, of his able efforts. He will return 
to occupy a chair in the Institute, after a visit to Europe to inspect its indus'-
trial and other schools. 
GEORGIA.-The Board of Education of Carroll county has ordered that a 
unifonn system of text· books be adopted in the public schools of the county 
to take offectat the opemng of the schools of 1879. A com1llittee has been 
appointed to examine and report upon the merits of the different text-books . . 
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SCHOOL RECORDS.-V. 
H. B. BUCK HAM, Buffalo, New York. 
THE question to be considered in this paper is, How records should be . kept. This que~tion invol ves the standard, the til'le and manner of 
( marking, the marking of averages or aggregates, and what disposal is to be 
made of lessoJ)s omitted. 
.1. TIlt standard 0/ marldng.. This may be absolute 0<" comparattve. A 
lesson is to be prepared in .a certain way; that is, both substance and manner 
are - prescribed. The only question can be, is this lesson prepared as di-
re~ted? The standard must be the teacher's ideal of a perfect lesson, a lesson 
as ·good as can be. This cannot well take into account any difficulty of the 
lesson, or any difference in mental ability among the pupils, or any circum-
stance whatever; the lesson pure and simple is required and marked. The 
obvious conditions must be that all understand just what is to be done, and 
are able to do it. This is a stnct and just standard, and very easy of appli. 
cation. It is severe to the pupil, but is good discipline. It should be ap· 
plied only to recitations proper, and not to teaching or explaining. Separate 
these from reciting and mark the latter absolutely, and the sharpest judg-
ment will both demand · and secure the clearest work, because only a very 
good lesson will receive a creditable mark. 
By a comparative standard is meant one which gauges the difficulty of a 
lesson and considers a pupil's ability to grapple with a new subject and al. 
lows something for the effort he makes. It need not by any means be a low 
or a loose way of judging; it is only less .rigid and recognizes more e)J:ments. 
It considers the pupil rather than his work, or at teast the pupil and his work. 
It is the "Way- in which most marking is done; it is, in some respects, the most 
encouraging, but is not in all respects the most wholesome. Th.e choice be· 
tween these two should de, end, in part, upon the method and relative quan· 
tity of teaching cj.one; it might also depend in !part on the permlfnence of .. 
teacher in control of certain classes or pupils. I can conceive of no better 
way, so far as marks go, of bringing up a school to a high standard of excel. 
lence in recitation than a steady adherence to an absolutely perfect standard, 
and compelling a class to come up to it by clear teacbing and untiring perse-
\ verance. Such a class will remember such a teacher as their intellectual fa. 
ther. - . 
2 . The Scale ~f MarRS. For the first standard only -two marks would be 
·needed, one for a perfoct lesson, and one for all othen. All besides these 
would be superfluities and luxuries. A plus sign, or a minus sign, would tell 
the whole story. This is the way many excellent teachers follow. 
For tbe other standard, and perhaps (or general marking, a longer scale is 
necessary, Some u~e a scale of 20, others of 10, and others of S. On this 
point I suggest that the longer the scale the less useful is the lower half of it. 
If one uses 20, what is the significance of all the ~arks below 10? • Indeed, 
I, 2, 3. 4, of the scale of 10 are almost without meaning; wben the mark is 
beluw s·,';t generally, in the practice of teachers, drops to 0, and itought to, 
alwnys. Ten is most convenient in marking averages, but it is so long that 
half of it is only tail to the rest. 
I 5Ugg~St further, that marks should be, or should represent, adjt<lives. 
1.2,3, 4, S, should, if used, &tand- for perf eel, gDod, poor, very poor, and 
wO"IIIItss, The numerals in themselves have no significance, they are more 
easily made tlian words and nre thus co~venient signs; but they should de-
scribe and not number. I suggest, further, that the simplest and most can· 
venient · scale is that of those three words, ~xctllml, good, lair, which may 
, be represented by the numerals I, 2, J, and be supplemented by any mark for 
noleuon. . 
The same suggestions would ~pply .to marking conduct. It would suit my 
notions better to j)1cl,ge ~t in this way, than to have a seale "f demerit marks, 
10 much for. whispering, &0 much for noise, so much for petty offenses, such 
as "turning around" etc. These may work some good with young upils, 
but as it seems to me, a more wholesome judgment would be for each day 
~ctllmt or per/eel, good, lair, or mi"us, good for nothing. 
J. Averages Dr Aggrrgales. I have found it most useful to record in 
lome permanent weekly or monthly form the number of perfect, good, or poor 
lessons. This i!l more laborious than to make a numerieal average, but it 
more nearly rcpr.esenta the work done by a pupil, and as in the case of daily 
record kept in the lame way, it I, more readily understood by parents and 
eithers. ' .. . 
The more common methOd or dividinJ the aesrepte of nlUlleric.r ~ 
.by the number of lessons and making that the permanent record calls for no 
remark, except this, viz. : what the divisor should be, whether the number 
;r lessons reciled or the number r"luired. It seems to me that the divisor 
should be the number of lessons wbich any pupil ought to have recited. I 
assume that a pupil will so.netimes be absent from justifiable causes,-sick· 
ness at least if no other,-and that it is right to mark lessons due from others 
on these days of absence-zero, I could never see . 
The argument of some is that the lessons are required of the class, that 
they are recited by all but the absent pupil, and that they are not recited by 
him.; that marks are &Tedils givm, and that no credits are given to pupils not 
reciting, whether tbat failure comes from not having the lesson or from abo 
sence. If the pupil did not recite, neither did he /ail to recite; if the abo 
sence is from any of the causes accepted in a school, it seems to me right to 
omit the record of lessons altogether, and to let a pupil stand on the record 
of recitations due from kim. The only exception to this might be the not 
common case of a p~pil frequently or for long time absent, who might stand 
as ·high as one who was present at every recitation. But these are exceptions, 
and if such instances should occur. they would certainly show intellectual 
ability which would deserve a good record. 
On one point of common practice in marking averages, I wish to offer a 
suggestion, viz. : that of putting lessons and conduct togetber for a "general 
average." A pupil's lessons being 9, and his conduct 10, and the arithmetical 
mean of these two being 9.5, what does this mean as a "general average"? 
How can lessons and conduct be put" together into one sum? The mean or 
average is neltber one nor the other; in fact, he is good or excelle;t in les· 
sons, and perfect in deportment, and there is no other way of stating these 
two facts, and no proper way of combining them. It seems to ine very de· 
-sirable to keep these two distinct; the highest excellence consists in being 
both a good scholar in class and a good boy or girl in school, but a pupil may 
be one without being the other; at any rate they are incon,mensurable factors 
of this highest excellence. 
4. What is 10 be done with marks or reeords? Shall they be published as 
made? Shall they be given to pupils individually, or shall they be private to 
the teacher or teachers? There are arguments . for and against all these. 
Great evil is sometimes done by public reading or other publi.hing of marks; 
the most meritorious pupils on some grounds, and the most sensitive, are 
grievously hurt by public statements) of their standing; some can never be 
satisfied ·.with their standing ps compared with others, and this not froin any 
wrong feeling, but wi/;', if -not from, . most honest and consdentious judging 
of themselves. Some are so constituted as to become vain, and worse, from a 
high· standing made a matter of public notice, while others are made 'careless, 
and worse, from repeated proclamation of a low standing. 
My own judgment is that a pupil has the right to know his standinl:, a\ld 
that it is one means of stimulating his interest in school and lessons; if the 
pupil is directly responsible to parent or guardian-I mean all young pupils 
sent to school by oth.ers-the parent or guardian is entitled to know hi. child's 
record. These may be secured by giving to the indivtdual pupil or by sending 
periodical reports to the parent, or both. If they are published or publicly 
read in any form, it should be accompamed by judicious and continued efforts 
to educate a school into a right understanding of what marks mean, and a 
consequent right state of feeling toward those who make them, as well as to-
ward all who are subject to the same judgment. , Whether I should make 
them public, and in what way this should be done," would depend very much 
on the circumstances of the school. I certainly should not do it in a school 
which might be in a state of chronic ill·feeling in this respect, until 1 had tao 
ken time and pains to make all look at the mailer somewhat as I might re-
gard it, and in all cases I should very carefully watch the effect of ·such pub. 
lishing. - , 
THE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL. 
, 
I SEE no way of escape from the conclusion that the high school has an eql!al right to existence with the state university. It is the only cban-
nel-through-which-thc university may extend to all an impartial invitation such 
.as shall accord with the spirit of the elementary schools. If the university 
provides for a want of the slate in th_e culture and discipline of her .citizens 
in the industrial arts-agriculture, manufactures, and commerce; or for the 
,professional pursuits, journalism, teaching, medicine, and law; or for the sci-
ence of self-preservation in statesmanshjp, and in military and naval defenses, 
is it right for the state to interpose obstacles at any point which may deprive 
any of her sons or daui!hters of th~ possibility of aiding In the supply of thnt 
want? It is sometimes asserted that the high schools serve the) rich alone; 
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- and thus furnish tbe means of bigber education at public cost to those wbo 
are abundantly able to provide the same out of their private means. That I 
might satisfy myself of the correctness or incorrectness of such a statement, 
tbe addresses of an entire class graduating from the Cbicago high school 
were taken, and per~onal inquiries made as to their pecuniary circum~tances. 
Nearly all were found to be from families of very moderate circumstances, 
some supporting themselves while at school by labor. Of another class, the 
majority at once sought employment as teachers, pleading the necessity of 
self:support. But admitting for the argument the assertion to be true, has the 
wealth of the city \vhich has furnished the means for tbe elementary educa-
tion of the majority no claim upon the city for the opportunity to reap the 
higher advantages it seeks? Shan the man who ha~ cheerfully pait! large tax-
es for the education of his neighbor's children, and wbo desires to profit by 
the facilities offered by the state univer5ity. be compelled to expend several 
hundrea dollars a year for the private tuition of his child between tbe gram-
mar school and the university 1 Many men of commanding iniuence have 
attained it through the attractions of higber 'education made available by pub-
lic support. Every child in the lower scbools feels tbe influence of the higher, 
and in striving after tbat wbicb may be only a possibility to bim, he enlarges 
and stren.,thens his actual attainments. Tbus tbe direct benefits from a bigh 
scbool, and its indirect influence upon tbe scbolarsbip of tbe lower schools, 
are important factors in determining the question of its right to existence. 
The right to existence does not imply the rigbt to complete absorption of pub. 
Iic interest, nor to 'prominence in popular regard. It is hut part of a system 
neither more nor less valuable than any other part, higher than others 1\1 posi. 
tion only, as the branches are above the roots of the tree, dependent for nour· 
ishment drawn from the soil, but depended upon for nourishment drawn from 
the atmosphere.-Las' Annual R'port of 7. L. Pickard, Chicago. 
Recently I have had occasion to inquire into the work done in the 
schools of the early part of the first century of our national history. I find 
that writing, reading, spelling, the elementary rules of arithmetic, and a little 
grammar, were the only branches attempted even in the best schools. (Geog-
raphy had not then b~en introduced_) Now, from all the evidence we can ' 
gather, pupils did not do so well then in these essential branches as they do 
now. They learned to spell orally, but committed many errors wben they ' 
came to write. The school reading of those days was a subject of more com-
plaint than it is now; the definitions and rules of grammar were committed 
to memory without explanation; composition was almost or entirely neglect-
ed; the scholar was seldom carried in arithmetic further than the Rule of 
Three (fractions being out of the question~, and no reason for the rule was 
ever given-so at least a score of reliable witnesses tell us. Tbe boy was 
treated as if he had no faculty but memory. No important change was made 
in the matter taught or the manner of teaching until about 1826. The men-
tion of this date brings to mind the singular fact that this year is marked by 
the first admission of girls to the public schools of Boston. UP. to that time 
on the payment of a small tuition fee, they had been permitted to receive in-
struction in the interval between tbe morning and afternoon session of the 
boys' scbool, picking up the crumbs ·that fell from their tables. Arithmetic 
e,ven was thought to be unnecessary for them. Women's rights bave pro 
gressed faster than most of us suppose.-A. 7. Rickoff, 
FACTS FOR TEACHERS. 
-There are over seven hundred vessels engaged in dredging for oysters 
in the' Maryland waters of tbe Ches~peake bay and its tributaries during the 
season, and each one gives employment to a captain and a crew of eight men. 
-The c~lture of coffee in s"ulhern California is becommg profitable. The 
plant grows as vigorously as in the coffee countries of South America, and 
yields a bean of a strong aromatic flavor. The central and southern portions 
of the state are the regions peculiarly favorable. 
-It is '1l curious fact that, notwithstanding the sure destruction, sooner or 
later, of houses built near t·he b';'e of Mount Vesuvius,. the Italians do 'not 
cease to build there. Tbe town of. Terre del Greco, containing nearly 10,000 
inhabitants, is constructed on the lava streams of 1631. 
_ The strength of the French army is as follows: Active army (five classes), 
719,366 ; reserve of active army (four classes), 520,982; territorial army (five 
classes), 594,73,6; reserve of territorial army (six cla;;ses), 638,782; tOtal,2,-
. 473,866-all trained men. 
-The total number of Methodists in the United States is over 3,3 Ij ,000 ; 
n Cwda, 161,172; in Great Britain and her colonies, 907.404. In all the 
world they number 4,383,888. The increase in lay member. for 1877 
throughout the world is given.as 211,309. 
-A few years ago Maine was the greatest lumbering state in the Union, 
but now she is sixtb on the list, and the business is rapidly fall.ing off by rea-
son of tbe wasting away of the forests and the competition of Western men. 
Shipbuilders at Portland say they can get pine. masts and spars from the Pa-
cific coast cheaper than they can cut them in their own woods . . 
-The horing of the channel tunnel between France and England i~ to be 
done by the French railway company, the Chemin de Fer du Nord, and the 
Southeastern and Chatham -Railway Companies of England. The two latter 
will bore for half the distance fr.)m the Engllsh·si.ie, and the fonner the same _ 
distance, about ten and a half miles, from the French . iJ •. 
Tbe common school sbould be inviting in position; neat and ordei-ly With-
out; within, wholesoDll! to body and mind, and furnished with a discipline and 
instruction corrective and stimulative to the thought;; and feelings Qf every 
cbild. I need not say how often neglect and indifference are the most legib1e 
lesson without and within the public school; nor how qUickly tbe child catches 
this spirit of contempt and ahuse. Some school house, in themselves and 
their surroundings educate a school in ,violence and vulgarity more than any 
medium teacher can educate them in virtue. Tbe respect of parents for the 
public school should be written on every portion of the grounds and build-
ings. Nor can poverty be pleaded at thiS point, for care is far cheaper than 
carelessness.-PrlSl. 70hn Bauo",. 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
QUERII!S. 
67. Wbat is the object of classifying some common nouns as collective 
nouns 1 . 
68. Is the following wrong 1 If so, correct It and glVe the rule: Ht "as 
jinish,d his work last wuk. 
6g. What is the difference in f1uaning between "I wrote the letter," and 
"I have written the letter 1" 
70. Why do verbs have the properties of number and person applied to . 
them 1 . 
71. Parse the following words : "Will ),ou go? YIS sir." 
IGNORANCE. 
ANSWERS. 
60. "H" asks how the Mississippi river can flow up hill with reference to 
the center of the earth and down bill wnh reference to the level of the 
ocean, etc. 
It is a demonstrated fact that the earth is flattened at the poles, the equator· 
ial diameter being about 26 ~ miles greater than its pol... Consequently the 
surface of the ocean at the equator must be about 13)( miles farther from the 
center of the earth tban at the poles. The Miss ssippi flows through about 18 
degrees of latitude. Assuming that tile distance from the surface of the ocean 
to the center of the eani) increases as the di>tance from ·the poles )ncreases, 
we have 90 0 : 18 0 : 13.25. miles : 2.65_ Reducing the fourth term to feet and 
subtracting 1,575 feet, the elevation of the source of the Mississippi above the 
level of the ocean, we have 12,417 feet, the elevation of its mouth above its 
source as meuasred from the center of the earlh. 
Thus you perceive tbat the Mississippi flows up hill becau.e its mouth is 
over two miles farther from the center 01 the earth than its source and down 
"ill as to the level of the ocean because il$ source is 1,575 feet above the 
ocean's level. 
Tbe reason that the river flows southward is that the centrifugal force gen-
erated by the motion of the earth on -its axis impels il$ waters toward the 
equator where the centrifugal force is greatest. For the same reason the wa-
ters of the ocean tend toward, or accumulate at, the equator. This force is 
proportioned to the velocity of the moving body; "Consequently, the tendency 
of the waters .of the earth to flow toward the equator would be four times 
greater if the velocity of the earth s motion on its axis were dou'>led. 
The reason some rivers flow toward the poles is that the af~resaid centrifu-
gal force is not sufficiently great to cause them to flow up hill both -with refer-
ence to the level of the .ocean and to the center of the earth, for Ih,i,. Dtdt 
slopt down Mil in riftrmu '0 60'''. 
--------
AN01'HER PUZZLE. . 
Think of a number. 
Multiply by 3. 
Divide by 2 lif even; if odd" add I before dividing.) 
Multiply by 3. ' 
Divide by 2 (if even; if odd, add one before dividmg.) 
How many times is nine contained in the quotient? 
If you multiply the last quotient by 4 and add I for the first 1 added and a 
for the second,. you will find the number first thought of. Will anyone ex-
1,laiD this ? M. 
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whole country. There is no other weekly journal of edu-
cation pUQJished west of New York city and "oICe of any 
Iu',,,J In the s tates of Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota, N"ebras-
ka, and severa) others. In each of the Western States it 
has a special s tate editor, who furnishes sufficienl news items 
"to render the WEEKLY valuable as a local journal for each 
state. It has also special editors for the South and the East. 
and ISlteadily increasing itl circulation in tholc lections of " 
. country. The rates of advertlling are very /o'w, especially 
on tong contracts, and an invitation is respectfully extended 
by the publil hen to test the merits of the WaBKLY as an 
advertil1D~ medium. Estimates furnished on application to 
the publil en. -". ____ _ 
To SUPERINTENDENTS, TEACHERS. AND SCHOOL BOARDS.-The advertisements published In 1'HB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY arc a part of the paper. 
The Information contained in them is often the most valu ,ble 
to be found in the paper. They repusent the business of 
the leading book publishers and others with whom all teach-
en and schools must have more or Icss trade. They should 
~t r::~ ~fe:&e~e~:de~~d w,,;~:n li~~ccl;n~~o ~h:ll:d~~~~~ 
and """till" tlu IIdvlrti,eme"t which you law,'" th, 
W •• KLY. An advertisement usually" q>ntains the adver-
tiser'. /,,6t offer, and if it is not specifically mentioned In 
your letter, you may not be favored by the !Jilt terml. Be-
aides, you favor all parties concerJled when you answer ad-
vertisements in that way. 
-Many inquiries have been made within the 
last week whether the head-quarters of the new 
editor were in some safe retreat, or in the field. 
We take occasion to say that his head· quarters are 
at the front, 3S Clark Street, cor. of Lake, where he 
has strongly entrenched himself, and even sleeps-
or tries' ta-on his arms at night. 
.. -A valuable collection of facts and anecdotes 
bearing upon the life of 'the late William Cullen 
Bryant are deferred till the next issue of the 
WF.EKLY. 
-We have some interesting "Noteaby the Way,'" 
written from Washington by Mary Allen West. 
They will appear next week. She will also send 
the WEEKLY a letter from' the White Mountain, . 
Prof. Elliot Whipple is also on a visit to the East, 
and has engaged to send us a letter from the Amer· 
lcan Institute. 
-Prof. Henry Cohn's Normal School of Lan-
guages at Grinnell, rowa, promises to be largely 
attended. He was present at the Principals' Asso-
ciation at Iowa City, and gave an address and an 
illustrative lesson, both of which were favorably 
re~ived. One of the most remarkable testimo-
niala to the efficiency of his teaching is from a 
lad)' who has been perfectly deaf since her ear).iest 
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• 
childhood. After about four monlhs' instruction, 
she' writes: 
"That I could be taught a foreign tongue, with· 
out dictionary and grammar, buto nly by watching 
the lips of a teacher, seemed a herculean lask. I 
determined, however, to make Ihe trial, and the 
success thus far, where I almost looked for com· 
plete failure, is a surprise, both to myself and 
friends. I attribute it to your uniform patience, 
your perseverance, and your great kindness. That 
the Natural M,thod of teaching is admirable, I can 
honestly say; when I think, that if I-who am per-
fectly deaf-can have gained in so short a time a 
good insight into the spirit of the German language, 
what must it be to those whose hearing i. excel-
lent ?" 
The WEEKLy ·is an excellent journal.-Supt. O. 
Whitman, R,d Witlg, Mi,,,, . 
Am all at sea-without a compas or rudder with-
out it.-y. B. M,rwin, St. Louis, Mo. 
lt is a first class paper and each number ought 
to be preserved.-Tho~. Wilson, Warsaw, Ky. · 
The WEEKLY is the best Western educational 
journal.-Prest. -:to O. Wright, Fox: Lak" Wis • . 
I regard it the be, t educational paper with which 
I am acquainted.-Supt. H. E . Kratz, n,xt,r, 
Mich. 
Specimen copy of WEEKLY received, and I am 
truly delighted \'lith it; in fact I cannot do without 
it.-William y. Huff, CaNtIn, Mo. 
I could wish to see the WEEKLY on the desk of 
every teacher in the state. Its real worth cannot 
b~ estimated.-y. H. Orcull, nt/lllar, fa. 
I am 11101" pleased than ever with the WEEKLY. 
I am convinced that it is doing and will still con-
tinue to do a great work in educational circles.-
C. w. ' Wilson, V,rnon, Ia. 
. My programme was copied from the WEEKLY 
with but slight changes. I could not do without 
it. I relld the WEEKLY as soon as· res.eived. lt 
constitutes Ihe main source of my strength.-Visp", 
Morgan, Glmco" WIs. . . 
I hope that the WEEKLY will receive the sub-
stantial encouragement that it deser'Les, for I should 
regard it "l' a calamity to the cause of education in . 
the Northwest to have its publication suspended.-
Martin E. Cady, Prin. Ymtlings S,minary, Au-
rora, III. 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY is a 16-page week-
ly paper, printed in the best of style, and filled full 
of the most interesting malter. Three/pages of th~ 
WEEKLY are devoted to Practical Hmts and Ex-
ercises, which are simply invaluable to teachers.-
Milton B,acon, 111. 
-No educational publ,ication that I have ever 
seen takes so high and bold a stand in the defense 
of the teaching· 01 Christian morality in public 
schools as the WEEKLY, and for this very reason it 
deserves the support of all Christian people every-
where.-Prof. Martin E. Cady, Aurora, III. 
-The WEEKLY, to my mind, is better fitted to 
teachers in the West than any educational journal 
I have yet seen. -lt seems to me that it enters in-
to a field which has been greatly neglected hereto-
fore, and I certainly cannot understand how any 
wide·awake, progressive teacher can do without 
such aid. Several of my teachers have subscribed 
for it, with me, and we are all enthusiatic over the 
P"lctical and sug~tive hints made in each num-
ber.~Supt. y. y. Map,t, McGngoyt-I()Wa...----
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(For 12..so itt lIaflanc, tl" WBBKLY will/J, lent o"e year 
lltul II" advt. ,,~t exceeding- /iv, li,.~s pu/J/t'llud" in this 
colllm" four "Wukl. Fiv,ceICls" Ii", each ,'{ls,rtt"on lor 
1111 i" 'XCIII 0/ fi''''] 
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man aDd Latin. Best 01 testimonials given. Address 
. Box 398, WiDch .. ter, RaDdolph Co., IDd. 
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